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SUMMARY Scalable computer systems, including clusters and multi-cluster grids, require routine exchange of information about the state of system-wide resources among their nodes. Gossip-based algorithms are popular for providing such information services due to their simplicity, fault tolerance and low communication overhead. This paper presents a randomized gossip algorithm for maintaining a distributed bulletin board among the nodes of a scalable computer system. In this algorithm each node routinely disseminates its most recently acquired information while maintaining a snapshot of the other nodes’ states. The paper provides analytical approximations for the expected average age, the age distribution and the expected maximal age for the acquired information at each node. We confirm our results by measurements of the performance of the algorithm on a multi-cluster campus grid with 256 nodes and by simulations of configurations with up to 2048 nodes. The paper then presents practical enhancements of the algorithm, which makes it more suitable for a real system. Such enhancements include using fixed-size messages, reducing the number of messages sent to inactive nodes and supporting urgent information. The enhanced algorithm guarantees the age properties of the information at each node in the configurations with an arbitrary number of inactive nodes. It is being used in our campus grid for resource discovery, for dynamic assignment of processes to the best available nodes, for load-balancing and for on-line monitoring. Copyright © 2009 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Received 19 May 2008; Revised 25 January 2009; Accepted 25 January 2009
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1. INTRODUCTION The increased popularity of scalable clusters and multi-cluster organizational grids requires the development of adequate information services that can provide each node with updated information about the state of the system-wide resources—without overloading the communication network. Owing to their simplicity, fault tolerance and low communication overhead, gossip-based algorithms are becoming popular for providing these services in such systems. In one class of algorithms called randomized gossip algorithms, every time unit, each node sends to another, randomly chosen node, information about its own state as well as recently obtained information about other nodes. Randomized gossip algorithms are used for failure detection and consensus [1,2], for computation of aggregate information [3,4] and for resource discovery [5–7]. Owing to the gradual propagation of information, one drawback of gossip algorithms is their inability to provide instant information to all the nodes. This paper presents randomized gossip algorithms that routinely disseminate information among the nodes of large clusters and multi-cluster organizational grids. In these algorithms, each node monitors the state of its local resources and also maintains a vector with information about all the nodes, where each entry in the vector includes the state of the resources of the corresponding node and the age of that information. We study a class of gossip-based information-dissemination algorithms, in which each node sends a message (window) with all its newer-than-T (fresh) vector entries, to a randomly chosen node among the participating nodes. Obviously, in order to be able to send such messages, each node must know the network address (IP) of all the other nodes. In any case, this is required, especially in trusted organizational grids, since jobs are not accepted from and not sent to anonymous nodes. In Section 4 we discuss possible extensions, which require only partial knowledge about the nodes. We also study a variant of the algorithm that uses a fixed-size window, containing the w newest vector entries and show how it performs in configurations with an arbitrary number of inactive nodes. We find the expected number of nodes that have fresh information about an arbitrary node N0 in their window. We also find the relationship between values of T and the expected average age of all the vector’s entries, as well as the age distribution and the expected maximal age of these entries. The paper presents an analysis of the algorithms and their performance, including a comparison between the performance of the algorithm in a Multi Computer Operating System for unIX (MOSIX) [8,9] multi-cluster grid with n = 256 nodes and simulations of the algorithm in configurations with up to n = 2048 nodes. In addition to the known properties of gossip-based algorithms, the advantage of our method is that each node locally maintains information about other nodes—using its (own) vector as a bulletin board. In this manner any client application in need of up-to-date information about the state of system-wide resources can directly obtain this information from the client’s local vector. The presented information-dissemination algorithms thus comprise in a sense a distributed bulletin board (DBB), in which every node can provide a sufficiently accurate view of a subset of other nodes, even though the nodes do not have an accurate view of the whole system state.
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Applications that can benefit from the DBB presented here include schedulers, which can access the local vector to obtain load information of cluster nodes to make better scheduling decisions. For example, in [10] the authors presented a distributed proportional-share scheduler for a cluster that uses the DBB for obtaining information about the current usage of the cluster. Additionally, in a system that supports load-balancing, an overloaded node can use the information obtained from the local vector to migrate processes or virtual machines to less-loaded nodes, or to migrate processes from slower to faster nodes, subject to the relative loads of the nodes. Another scenario where our DBB is useful is resource discovery, e.g. when an inactive node is reactivated. In such a case, the DBB approach could prevent flooding of the reactivated node, due to the DBB’s property of gradual information dissemination. All of these applications require information about dynamic resources that are subject to frequent changes. One of the algorithms presented in this paper is implemented in the MOSIX multi-cluster grid [9], as discussed in more detail in Section 4. The type of information disseminated by MOSIX includes the CPU load, utilization and speed, the amount of installed and free memory, the rates of disk and of network I/O, the disk capacity and free disk space and more. All the measurements presented in this paper were performed on a multi-cluster campus grid running this system. 1.1. Related previous work Gossip-based algorithms are extensively used in scalable and fault-tolerant distributed systems [11]. Drezner and Barak were one of the first to propose and analyze a randomized gossip-based algorithm for scattering information between the active nodes of a multicomputer system [12]. Demers et al. [13] have demonstrated the usefulness of epidemic (gossip) algorithms for maintaining replicated databases. They have shown that simple randomized algorithms with low communication overhead could replace complex deterministic algorithms for replicated database consistency. Follow up papers include studies of epidemic algorithms (e.g. [14,15]) and gossip-based algorithms for failure detection and consensus [1,2], for computation of aggregate information [3,4] and for resource discovery [6,7]. The above papers considered the case in which the nodes are synchronized. By contrast, the current paper deals with non-synchronized information dissemination. An additional difference between the previous and the present work is that we combine elements of randomized and aggregate information dissemination [6,7,12], and that our algorithm places a limit on the size of the messages sent by the nodes. Below we compare the present work with several other systems that employ gossiping. Scalable Membership Protocol (SCAMP) [16] is a scalable probabilistic membership protocol that operates in a fully decentralized manner. It provides each member with a partial view of the group membership. In SCAMP, a gossip algorithm can use these partial views instead of a complete view of the system (full membership). The SCAMP protocol is self-organizing in the sense that the size of the partial views converges to the value required to reliably support a gossip algorithm. While our algorithms (and system) presently rely on full membership knowledge, we believe that they can be adjusted to use the SCAMP membership protocol in order to avoid the need for full knowledge of the system size or of the identities of all the participating members. Astrolab [17] is a distributed information management system that collects large-scale system state information, permits rapid updates and provides on-the-fly attribute aggregation. Astrolab gathers, disseminates and aggregates information about zones, where a zone is recursively
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defined as a host or a set of other non-overlapping zones, i.e. the structure of Astrolab’s zones can be viewed as a tree (where the leaves are the hosts). Each host can be a member of several zones. Each zone has an associated attribute list, representing the zone information. Each host is responsible for generating its personal attributes list, and also generates attribute lists for other zones by aggregation. Information is disseminated between zones using a gossip protocol. In our bulletin-board-based system, information resolution is much higher than Astrolab and each node can obtain (fresh) information on a large subset of nodes. Our method is more suitable than Astrolab when specific information about many nodes is needed and the aggregated information is insufficient. While Astrolab uses the principle of aggregation to limit the bandwidth used by each node, our algorithm places a limit on the information message size (using the T parameter), to allow scalability. In [18], Lu et al. proposed a load-balancing algorithm based on load-state vectors, which uses ‘anti-tasks’ messages to pair up task senders and receivers. The load-state vector is very similar to our information vector and holds timed load information about every node in the system. Lightly loaded nodes send ‘anti-tasks’ messages to other nodes to search for highly loaded nodes. Such ‘anti-task’ messages are guided toward heavily loaded nodes, thus allowing reallocation of surplus workload as soon as possible. While traveling in the cluster, the ‘anti-task’ message collects timed information from the visited nodes into a data structure referred to as ‘trajectory’. This trajectory is a vector of size n, which is very similar to the load-state vector. Upon arrival to a new node, mutual updates occur between the ‘anti-task’ and the local load-state vector. The proposed algorithm has been found to provide significant reduction of the mean task response time, over a large range of system sizes, in comparison with the poll-based load-balancing algorithms. Our proposed information vector is similar to the load-state vector held by each node in [18] and the trajectory component of an anti-task resembles the content of our information window. One difference is that our window is bounded in size (
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1.2. Organization of the paper The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the information-dissemination algorithm and its age properties. Section 3 presents an improved information-dissemination algorithm, which can handle configurations with an arbitrary number of inactive nodes. Our conclusions and directions for further work are given in Section 4.



2. THE DISSEMINATION ALGORITHM Consider a cluster/multi-cluster with n-independent active nodes numbered 1 to n. Assume that each node regularly monitors the state of its resources, that it knows the identity of all the nodes and that it maintains an information vector about the resources of each node. Each vector entry includes the state of the corresponding node’s resources together with the time to which this information corresponds, according to the local clock. Initially, all the vector entries are set to indicate that no information is available. After initialization, a vector entry is marked active once information about the corresponding node is obtained (directly or indirectly). Below, we present an information-dissemination algorithm in which, during each time unit, every node sends to another randomly chosen node a subset of vector entries (called a window) containing all the entries whose age is below some threshold value T . Upon accepting such a message, a node updates those entries in its vector for which newer information is available in the received window. Prior to this update, the network delay estimate (if such exists) is added to the age of the received information. This delay estimate may help to obtain better information dissemination if the time unit used by the algorithm is not substantially higher than the network delay. Algorithm 1: • At every unit of time, each node: 1. Updates its own entry in the local vector with the current state of its resources and the current time (according to the local clock). 2. Finds the absolute age of each vector entry, which is the difference between the current (local) time and the time recorded in that entry. 3. Assembles a window with all the vector entries whose absolute age is less than T , including for each window entry its absolute age. 4. Sends the window to a node chosen randomly, with a uniform distribution, among all the nodes in the system (except itself). • Upon receiving a window, each node: 1. Computes the time, according to the local clock, to which the information contained in every received entry refers, using the (absolute) age of the entries and an estimate of the network delay. 2. Replaces each vector entry with the corresponding window entry, if the latter is newer. Algorithm 1 could be used in both synchronized and non-synchronized modes. In synchronized mode, all the nodes share the same clock and send (receive) the window at exactly the same time.
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In this paper we focus on the non-synchronized case, in which all the nodes use the same time unit but operate independently, with each node using its own (local) clock. Typically, the network latency is negligible with respect to the time unit, e.g. as in a cluster or in a multi-cluster organizational grid. We note that in practice the nodes should not necessarily hold the entire vector in their memory. The parts of the vector kept by each node are determined by a specific application that uses the information. For the proper operation of the algorithm, it is sufficient to keep the entries with age less than or equal to T . In what follows, we present various age-related properties of the information vector and their dependence on the value of T , assuming that the entire vector is kept by each node. Properties such as average age, age distribution and maximal age are considered. For this study, Algorithm 1 was implemented on a grid consisting of several MOSIX [8,9] clusters with 32–256 nodes, which were located in different buildings and connected by a 1 Gb/s and 100 Mb/s Ethernet local area networks (LANs). The average network message delay in the network was ∼1 ms. The time unit used in the implementation was 1 s. To get estimates for the expected performance in larger systems, we simulated a multi-cluster grid with 512–2048 nodes, using a time step simulator we developed. We compared the results of the simulator for clusters with 32–256 nodes with those of our real system, and the difference between the results was rather small, 0.7% on average, with a maximum difference of 2.3%. Thus, we conclude that the simulator reflects the real behavior of systems with a large number of nodes. 2.1. Number of nodes with fresh information First, we measured the average number of nodes that have information about some specific node N0 in their window, i.e. the number of nodes whose information about N0 is of age lower than T . These results were compared with an analytical prediction, X (T ), given by the expression X (T ) =



nenT /(n−1) n − 1 + enT /(n−1)



(1)



The derivation of this expression, presented in Appendix A, is based on an epidemic spread model [23]. Observe that since Algorithm 1 is symmetric with respect to all the nodes, the above expression is also the expected size of the window in the algorithm. Table I presents a comparison between the measured (or simulated) average window size and the approximate values of X (T ) given by Equation (1) for 1 ≤ T ≤ 7. For values of n up to 256 nodes, the top lines list the measured average window size and the bottom lines list the values of X computed from Equation (1). For configurations with 512 ≤ n ≤ 2048, the table lists the average window size in the end of the simulations, together with the approximated values of X . We note that the results, for each configuration size and each value of T , represent the average of 10 runs. In addition note that in all the tests throughout this paper, each run was performed for a large number of time steps. From Table I it can be seen that for configurations with up to 256 nodes, the results of the actual executions closely match the approximated values in Equation (1). The average difference between the two cases is less than 4%. It is interesting to observe that for large values of n and small T , X (T ) ≈ eT .
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Table I. Average window size for different values of threshold T . Nodes 32 64 128 256 512 1024 2048



T



1



2



3



4



5



6



7



Measured Approx Measured Approx Measured Approx Measured Approx



2.7 2.7 2.8 2.7 2.8 2.7 2.8 2.7



6.5 6.5 6.9 6.9 7.1 7.1 7.3 7.3



13.0 13.3 15.7 16.0 17.7 17.8 18.6 18.9



20.8 21.4 29.7 30.7 38.3 39.3 45.1 45.7



— — 44.8 46.0 68.1 70.2 91.7 95.4



— — — — — — 153.0 158.3



— — — — — — — —



Simulation Approx Simulation Approx Simulation Approx



2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7



7.3 7.3 7.4 7.4 7.3 7.4



19.2 19.5 19.6 19.8 19.9 19.9



49.3 49.8 52.0 52.1 52.3 53.3



113.0 116.1 126.6 130.3 136.5 138.8



217.7 227.4 283.9 290.8 327.5 338.0



336.6 350.8 510.4 531.5 686.2 716.0



2.2. Average age of the vector entries In this test we measured the average age of the entries in a vector of a node, Av . The obtained results were compared with the analytical approximation Av =



1 + Aw 1 − (1 − 1/(n − 1)) X (T )



(2)



where Aw is the expected average age of the information about N0 among all nodes that have N0 in their window. The analytical expression for Aw is given by Aw = T −



n−1 [log(n − 1 + enT /(n−1) ) − log n] X (T )



(3)



Both Equations (2) and (3) are formally derived in Appendix A. Table II presents sample values of the measurements (and the simulations) vs the approximation of Av , for configurations with 32 ≤ n ≤ 2048 nodes and 1 ≤ T ≤ 7 time units. For values of n up to 256 nodes, the top lines list the average measured age of all the entries in all the vectors of all the nodes. Measurements were taken only after all the nodes received (direct or indirect) information about all the other nodes. After this initial stage, the average age of all the vectors was taken over the next 200 time units. In the table, the bottom lines list the corresponding values computed according to Equations (2) and (3). For configurations with n = 512, 1024, 2048, the table shows the averages of all the simulations, and the corresponding approximated values. From Table II it can be seen that for configurations with up to 256 nodes, the results of the actual executions closely match the approximated values of Av , where the average difference between any two cases is about 9.4% and the absolute difference is in all cases less than 1.2 time units. For larger configurations, the results of the simulations differed (on average) by only 3.3% from that of the approximated values. The average difference over all the configurations was 6.3%.
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Table II. Average age of all the vector entries for different values of T . Nodes 32 64 128 256 512 1024 2048



T



1



2



3



4



5



6



7



Measured Approx Measured Approx Measured Approx Measured Approx



11.4 12.3 23.2 24.1 46.5 47.7 93.6 94.8



5.6 6.3 10.1 10.7 18.9 19.3 36.2 36.7



4.0 4.6 5.8 6.3 9.1 9.6 15.6 16.0



3.5 4.4 4.5 5.3 6.0 6.6 8.5 9.0



— — 4.2 5.2 5.1 5.9 6.4 7.0



— — — — — — 5.8 6.6



— — — — — — — —



Simulation Approx Simulation Approx Simulation Approx



188.7 189.0 376.7 377.3 755.9 754.0



71.3 71.3 140.9 140.6 280.4 279.2



28.5 28.8 54.1 54.3 105.5 105.2



13.4 13.7 22.9 23.1 41.8 41.9



8.3 8.8 11.9 12.3 19.0 19.2



6.7 7.5 8.4 8.9 11.1 11.5



6.4 7.3 7.3 8.1 8.6 9.2



2.3. Age distribution of the vector entries Next we examined the age distribution of the vector entries. We also found an analytical approximation, according to which the number of vector entries with absolute age below t is expected to be (see Appendix A) n[1 − (1 − 1/(n − 1))



X (t), ],



X (T )(t−Aw )



t ≤ T t > T



(4)



Figure 1 presents the age distribution of the vector entries for a cluster with 1024 nodes and T = 3. In the figure, one curve presents the actual age distribution, obtained from the simulator, and the other is the result of the approximation obtained from Equation (4) (note that the figure presents the density distribution, whereas Equation (4) provides the expression for the cumulative distribution). Observe that the analytical approximation values closely match the actual age distribution of the vector entries, where the difference between the values was below 2.6% (throughout the depicted range). In general, for cluster sizes 32–2048 and T values 1–7, the average maximal difference between the simulated and the approximated age distributions was 4.24%, where the maximal difference obtained was 13.26% for the case of n = 1024 and T = 2. 2.4. The maximal age of the vector entries In this test we measured the maximal age of the vector entries, and then compared it with the analytical prediction, given by (see Appendix A): −



log n +  X (T ) log(1 − 1/(n − 1))



(5)



where  ≈ 0.577 is the Euler constant.
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Figure 1. Age distribution of the vector entries (n = 1024, T = 3). Table III. Average maximal age of all the vector entries for different values of T . Nodes 32 64 128 256 512 1024 2048



T



1



2



3



4



5



6



7



Measured Approx Measured Approx Measured Approx Measured Approx



45.4 46.4 107.0 110.1 245.8 254.1 569.7 574.8



17.7 19.0 40.5 42.8 92.7 96.1 212.6 214.5



8.7 9.3 17.6 18.5 37.0 38.5 80.6 82.5



6.2 5.8 9.6 9.6 16.6 17.5 33.2 34.1



— — 7.1 6.4 9.8 9.8 16.3 16.3



— — — — — — 10.7 9.8



— — — — — — — —



Simulation Approx Simulation Approx Simulation Approx



1280.7 1281.7 2816.3 2826.3 6182.9 6176.9



468.2 474.9 1038.6 1043.5 2278.4 2276.4



176.9 178.7 385.1 388.2 841.9 842.2



68.4 69.9 147.0 147.4 314.7 314.9



29.7 30.0 58.5 58.9 120.0 121.0



15.5 15.3 26.3 26.4 49.6 49.7



10.9 9.9 15.0 14.4 23.8 23.4



Table III presents the measured (and the simulated) average maximal age vs the analytical approximation for configurations with 32 ≤ n ≤ 2048 nodes and 1 ≤ T ≤ 7 time units. In the table, each entry represents the average maximal age among all the vectors (averaged over 10 runs). The table shows that the analytical expression for the average maximal age differs from the obtained (measured and simulated) values by an average of 2.6%. This difference is size dependent, so that for configurations of up to 256 nodes, the average difference is 4.0% whereas for larger configurations it is 1.3%.
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3. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN A PRODUCTION GRID In this section we show how to implement a DBB in a production multi-cluster grid. The section begins with a study of configurations with some inactive nodes and then presents an improved information-dissemination algorithm. The following subsection presents a self-tuning method for choosing an appropriate window size for each configuration size and average vector age. To complete our study, we present a Push–Pull algorithm and its performance, followed by a practical method for incorporating urgent messages into the gossip algorithms. All the experiments were conducted in a production multi-cluster campus grid described in the beginning of Section 2. One goal of the research presented in this paper was to develop an information dissemination package for MOSIX. This package implements all the algorithms presented in this paper. By now it has been used for several years in all our production clusters and is part of the MOSIX [8,9] distribution. 3.1. When some nodes are inactive So far it was assumed that all the nodes are active; in this section we examine the performance of Algorithm 1 when some nodes are inactive. We run the algorithm in a MOSIX multi-cluster grid with n = 256 nodes, whereas the number of inactive nodes was varied. We note that for the gossip algorithm a MOSIX grid functions like a single cluster. For T = 3, we measured the relationship between the number of inactive nodes, the size of the window and the average age of the vector. The results of these measurements are presented in Table IV. In the table, the first column shows the number of inactive nodes (percentages are shown in parentheses), the second column shows the average size (over five runs) of the window and the third column shows the corresponding average age of all the vector entries. From these results, it can be seen that the performance of Algorithm 1 degrades as the number of inactive nodes is increased. This is due to the fact that the decrease in the size of the windows results in less information being disseminated between the active nodes. We note that because of the close correlation between the measured and the simulated data, shown in the previous sections, we would expect similar results for other configuration and window sizes. One way to overcome the shortcomings of Algorithm 1 in the presence of inactive nodes is to use a fixed-size window with the w newest vector entries. Intuitively, when some nodes are inactive, this algorithm continues to disseminate windows of size w (with older information), whereas Algorithm 1, which uses age threshold, disseminates less information. Table IV. Average window size and vector age. # of inactive nodes (%) 0 32 64 128 192 231
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Figure 2. Average vector age vs percentage of inactive nodes (n = 256).



To compare between the performance of the two algorithms, we used the 256-node grid with different numbers of inactive nodes to measure the performance of the original algorithm with T = 3 and with a fixed window of size 18, which is approximately the expected window size for this value of T (as shown in Table I). The results of these measurements are presented in Figure 2, which shows the average vector age vs the percentage of inactive nodes. From Figure 2 it can be seen that the algorithm with the fixed-size window consistently outperforms the algorithm with the variable-size window and that the difference between the performance of the two algorithms increases with the number of inactive nodes. 3.2. An improved dissemination algorithm The presence of inactive nodes in a real system, e.g. as a result of failures or when the network is partitioned, creates unnecessary noise over the network and wastes the resources in the active nodes, which try to contact the inactive ones. For example, in an Ethernet-based LAN, any attempt to contact an inactive node results in several ar p broadcasts, which can clog the system when there are many such nodes. Algorithm 2 is a modified version of Algorithm 1, which on one hand reduces the number of messages sent to inactive nodes, while still preventing a ‘split-brain’ scenario. In Algorithm 2, the expected number of messages sent to inactive nodes (by all active nodes) per time unit is at most one, regardless of the configuration size (n) or the number of inactive nodes (d). The overall result is that the noise level is both low and constant. This is achieved in the following way. Each active node maintains a list of the inactive nodes (more details below). At every unit of time, with probability 1 − 1/n it sends its message to one of the nodes assumed to be active, whereas with probability 1/n the message is sent to a node chosen at random (among all the nodes). The result is that on average, at every time unit, the n − d active nodes send (n − d)d/((n − 1)n) 
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Figure 3. Average vector age vs percentage of inactive nodes (n = 256).



to update other active nodes about it. Since the information about the node failure is time stamped, a failed node is considered inactive as long as no information about it, with time newer than the time of failure, is received (either directly or indirectly). Furthermore, any newly activated node will be detected due to the messages it sends to the other nodes. Owing to the fraction of messages still sent to inactive nodes, a ‘split-brain’ scenario is prevented. We note that the list of inactive nodes increases the memory usage of Algorithm 2. However, the benefits of the above described improvement make it a good choice for a real system with a large number (thousands) of nodes. Algorithm 2: • At every unit of time, each node: 1. Updates its own entry in the local vector with the current state of its resources and the current local time. 2. Assembles a window with the w youngest vector entries, including the absolute age for each window entry. 3. Selects another node and sends the window to this node. The node is chosen as follows: With probability 1/n the node is chosen (randomly, with uniform distribution) from the set of all nodes other than itself. With probability 1 − 1/n the node is chosen from the set of active nodes other than itself (also randomly and with uniform distribution). • The node handles received messages as in Algorithm 1. The performance of Algorithm 2 (using our grid with 256 nodes and fixed window size w in the 8–24 range) is presented in Figure 3. In the graph, each point represents the average age (over five measurements) of all the vectors of all the active nodes. From Figure 3 it can be seen that the performance of Algorithm 2 improves linearly with the percentage of the inactive nodes—in sharp contrast to the performance results shown for Algorithm 1 (Figure 2).
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Table V. The average age obtained by Algorithm 1 vs Algorithm 2 (N = 256). T 2.12 2.54 2.84 3.29 3.61



Av , Alg. 1



w



Av , Alg. 2



diff (%)



32.4 22.4 18.3 13.3 11.0



8 12 16 24 32



33.4 23.3 17.5 12.8 10.5



2.9 3.8 4.1 4.4 4.5



3.3. Choosing the window size We now show how the analytical results of Section 2 can be applied to determine a window size that guarantees a desired age property of the information vector. Specifically, we deal with the average age of the vector, the average number of entries up to a given age and the average maximal age. First, observe that when all the nodes are active, the behavior of Algorithm 1 with window entries of age at most T is similar to Algorithm 2 with a window size of w = X (T ). To verify this fact, we ran the two algorithms in a configuration with 256 active nodes and measured the average vector age. In Algorithm 2 we used fixed window sizes of 8, 12, 16, 24 and 32, whereas in Algorithm 1 we used values of T obtained from Equation (1) by using the above window sizes for X (T ) (the expected window size). The results of these measurements are presented in Table V. In the table, the first column lists the values of T used in Algorithm 1, the second column lists the resulting average vector ages, the third column lists the fixed window sizes (w) used in Algorithm 2 and the fourth column lists the corresponding average vector ages. Finally, the fifth column lists the differences (in percents) between the average vector ages in the second and the fourth columns. As can be seen, when all the nodes are active, there is a good match between the respective results of the two algorithms. Consider a configuration with n nodes. The window size w can be determined based on each of the above three age properties as follows. Let Areq be the desired value of the chosen property, e.g. having vectors with average age of 10 time units. By using Equation 2 or 4 or 5, w can be determined by the following steps: Start with w = 1; Find the value of T for which the right-hand side of Equation (1) is equal to w; Substitute this value of T in Equation 2 or 4 or 5, depending on the desired property to obtain an approximated value; If this approximation is still above the desired property (below for the case of number of entries upto a given age), then increment w by 1 and repeat the procedure. At the end of this procedure the smallest (integer) value of w that provides an approximation to the age property that is better or equal to Areq is obtained. This window size can now be used by the system manager to configure the algorithm in order to produce the desired age property. Note that not every desired value of the age properties can be obtained since w cannot be larger than n. Below we present examples for obtaining the desired average and median ages by choosing the window size according to the above procedure. Similar results were obtained for the maximal age property. Table VI presents samples of window sizes obtained from the above procedure for the desired average ages, for a configuration with 256 active nodes. The first row lists the desired values of the average vector age. The second row lists the obtained window sizes w. The third row lists the
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Table VI. Choosing the window size according to a desired average age (N = 256). Desired Av Obtained w Measured Av Approx Av Measured Av using w − 1



10



15



20



25



30



38 9.8 9.9 10.1



21 14.7 14.8 15.3



15 19.3 19.3 20.4



12 23.4 23.3 25.2



10 27.3 27.4 30.1



Table VII. Choosing the window size according to a desired median age (N = 256). Desired median age Obtained w Measured number of entries Approx number of entries Measured number of entries using w − 1



15



20



25



30



35



14 129.0 132.6 123.0



10 130.1 132.7 121.3



8 132.7 134.8 121.5



7 138.8 140.4 125.4



6 146.2 141.3 124.1



measured average vector age for each window size. The fourth row shows the approximated average vector age obtained from Equation 2. For reference, the fifth row shows the average age obtained by using a window size of w − 1. From Table VI it can be seen that by choosing an appropriate window size w, it is possible to guarantee the desired average age property. Specifically, for the given configuration and the given desired average ages, the window size found by the above procedure resulted in a lower average age than the desired value (Line 3 in the table). The results presented in Line 4 show that the approximated values of the average ages differ by an average of 0.3% (maximal difference was 1.06%) from the measured average ages. Observe that when choosing a smaller window size (w−1), see Line 5, the resulting average ages are higher than the desired ages (for all the cases). Next, we repeated the previous test, this time using the ‘number of entries up to a given age’ property. Specifically, we examined the median age, where half of the vector entries are not older than this age. Table VII shows the obtained window sizes for the desired median ages, for a configuration with 256 active nodes. The table is similar to Table VI, except that lines 3–5 show the number of entries upto the desired median age. From the table it can be seen that by choosing an appropriate window size w, it is possible to guarantee the desired median age property. Observe that the number of entries upto the desired median age (Line 3) was higher than 128 and that the corresponding approximated value (Line 4) differed by an average of 1.9% (maximal difference was 3.4%) from the measured values. Line 5 of the table shows that when using a window size of w − 1, the number of entries upto the desired median age was below 128. 3.4. Push–Pull algorithms So far, we have considered only push-based algorithms. Intuitively, a Push–Pull algorithm can improve the quality of the age properties, because it can also pull information selectively from specific nodes. In this section we present a comparison between the Push and the Push–Pull algorithms.
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Table VIII. Average vector age, random Push vs random Push–Pull (N = 2048). Algorithm/Window size



8



16



32



64



128



256



512



Push Push–Pull



257.5 257.5



130.3 130.3



67.0 67.0



35.8 35.7



20.4 20.4



13.1 13.1



9.7 9.7



Double rate Bidirectional Push–Pull Push double-rate Push to-two



128.8 128.7 128.9



65.3 65.2 65.3



33.7 33.5 33.6



18.2 17.9 18.0



10.6 10.2 10.3



7.0 6.5 6.6



5.3 4.8 4.9



3.4.1. Random Push–Pull algorithms In this section we compare the performance of random push (Algorithm 2) with two Push–Pull algorithms. In the first case, the algorithm performs random push in one cycle followed by a random pull in the next cycle (referred to as Push–Pull). Observe this Push–Pull algorithm uses the same number of messages in each unit of time. The results of these tests, for 2048 nodes and window sizes ranging from 8–512 are shown in Table VIII. In the table, each entry represents the average age of all the entries in all the vectors. Line 1 presents the results of the Push algorithm and line 2 the results of the Push–Pull. From the table it can be seen that the difference between the two methods is marginal. In the second case, the algorithm performs a push to a random node followed by an immediate pull from that node, called Bidirectional Push–Pull. The results of this test are shown in line 3 of the table. We note that the pull phase does not include information just received from the pushing node. Since the Bidirectional Push–Pull algorithm transfers twice the number of messages in each time unit vs the above Push and Push–Pull algorithms, we also tested two variant of the Push algorithm with the same number of messages per time unit. In one variant, the above Push algorithm was used with a double rate (every half time unit), called Push double-rate. The second variant was a simultaneous random push to two nodes in each time unit called Push to-two. The results of these tests are listed in lines 4–5 of the table. From the table it can be seen that in almost all cases both the Push double-rate and the Push to-two are slightly better than the Bidirectional Push–Pull. From the results so far, we conclude that since the implementation of a random push is simpler than that of the bidirectional Push–Pull, there is no advantage to use the latter. 3.4.2. Pulling from the oldest Intuitively, an algorithm that pulls from the nodes with the oldest vector entry has the potential to improve the overall age properties. In this section we compared the performance of two selective (bidirectional) pull algorithms with that of the Push double-rate algorithm. In the first algorithm, called the Bidirectional oldest Push–Pull, information is pushed and pulled from the node with the oldest entry in the local vector, with a random choice if there are several
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Table IX. Average vector age, random Push vs selective Push–Pull (N = 2048). Algorithm/Window size Push double-rate Bidirectional oldest Push–Pull Random Push Oldest Pull



8



16



32



64



128



256



512



128.7 111.5 112.2



65.2 59.8 60.0



33.5 32.0 32.1



17.9 17.7 17.7



10.2 10.5 10.5



6.5 7.0 7.1



4.8 5.2 5.8



Table X. Median vector age, random Push vs selective Push–Pull (N = 2048). Algorithm/Window size Push double-rate Bidirectional oldest Push–Pull Random Push Oldest Pull



8



16



32



64



128



256



512



89.7 87.0 87.3



45.7 45.0 45.1



23.8 23.8 23.8



13.1 13.3 13.3



7.9 8.2 8.2



5.5 5.9 6.0



4.4 4.7 5.2



Table XI. Maximal age, Push vs selective Push–Pull (N = 2048). Algorithm/Window size Push double-rate Bidirectional oldest Push–Pull Random Push Oldest Pull



8



16



32



64



128



256



512



1050.4 375.2 378.6



524.2 228.4 229.2



262.5 135.4 135.8



131.7 79.0 79.3



66.4 45.6 45.9



33.9 26.6 27.3



17.8 16.5 18.7



such nodes. In the second algorithm, called Random Push Oldest Pull, at each cycle, information is pushed to a random node followed by an immediate pull from the node with the oldest entry. In a running system, one drawback of selective pull is its added complexity, due to the need to cope with omission failures (where one or more nodes do not reply to a pull request). Without proper handling, such a node would become the oldest entry in the vectors of all the other nodes and would slow down the information propagation. This problem is somewhat dampen in the Random Push Oldest Pull due to the use of a random push phase, thus making it more robust than the Bidirectional oldest Push–Pull. Table IX presents the average age of the vector for the above three algorithms, for a configuration with 2048 nodes and window sizes ranging from 8−512. The results for the median and the maximal ages are shown in Tables X and XI respectively. From Table IX it can be seen that for window sizes 8–16, the selective pull algorithms obtained an average age of 15 to 9% lower than the Push double-rate algorithm. For larger window sizes, the three algorithms had nearly identical performance. This can be explained by the fact that the Push double-rate algorithm propagates fresh information, thus reducing the impact of old entries on the average age of the vector. Observe that for window sizes of 128–512, the Push double-rate algorithm is slightly better than the two selective pull algorithms. We note that this trend was observed throughout experiments with other cluster sizes, for both the average age, the median and the maximal ages (see Tables X and XI). One possible explanation for this behavior is that for large
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window sizes (relative to n), the Push double-rate has a better distribution of fresh information vs the partial randomness used by the two selective pull algorithms. From Table X it can be seen that for window sizes 8–16 the two selective pull algorithms are slightly better than the Push double-rate algorithm; for window size 32 the median ages are identical, whereas for larger window sizes the Push double-rate is slightly better than the two selective pull algorithms. This indicates that the push algorithm provides as much fresh information as the selective pull algorithms. From Table XI it can be seen that for small window size, the selective pull algorithms provide a considerable lower maximal age than the Push double-rate. This advantage is decreased gradually with the increase in the window sizes. Owing to the above results, we conclude that the Push algorithm is a good choice if the required metric is the average or the median ages. The selective pull algorithms should be preferred if one wishes to reduce the maximal age while using small window sizes. In such a case, the Random Push Oldest Pull algorithm would be a better choice due to its random push phase that makes it less sensitive to omission failures than the Oldest Push–Pull, while still achieving similar performance. 3.5. Urgent information Occasionally it is necessary to send urgent information to all the nodes as fast as possible. For example, if a node detects a (newly) inactive node, it is useful to alert the other nodes, so they avoid it. Another case would be when an inactive node is reactivated. A simple way to support the dissemination of ‘urgent’ information in our algorithms is to associate a negative age with the entry of the corresponding node, thus increasing its longevity. As a result, urgent information is circulated for a longer time vs regular information, increasing its probability to arrive to more nodes. Note that the inclusion of urgent information does not change the size of the message (w), but slowdowns the dissemination of regular information. An interesting question is how to set the (negative) age of urgent information so that it reaches all the nodes. In [12] it is shown that a push algorithm can disseminate a message with high probability to n nodes in 1.386 log(n) steps. This is the value we used in our system. Table XII presents the propagation times of urgent information for clusters ranging from 32 to 256 nodes. The second column shows the measured time for an urgent information to reach all the nodes (in seconds, averaged over five runs). For comparison, the third column presents the value of 1.386 log(n). As expected, the actual measured dissemination times were indeed lower than the bound shown in [12].



Table XII. Urgent message propagation time. Cluster size (n) 32 64 128 256
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1.386 log(n)



4.8 6.5 8.0 8.2



6.9 8.3 9.7 11.1
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK This paper presented a method for information dissemination based on randomized gossip algorithms. We used this method to implement a DBB with information about resources in a multi-cluster organizational grid. In our algorithms, each node maintains information about all the other nodes, including a list of the inactive nodes, and routinely disseminates the most up-to-date information. Owing to the use of decentralized control, our algorithms are scalable and fault tolerant. They also have a low communication overhead. We presented an analysis of the relation between the upper limit on the age of the disseminated information T and the expected average age of all the collected information in each node. We have shown that our first algorithm performs well when all the nodes are active and that its performance degrades with an increase in the number of inactive nodes. We then presented an improved algorithm, which performs well with an arbitrary number of inactive nodes, and also a self-tuning mechanism for determining the most appropriate window size for each configuration size and each desired average vector age. All the gossip algorithms presented in this paper were implemented in a multi-cluster campus grid with 256 nodes. We measured the performance of the algorithms and showed that the measured results closely match the results of the formal analysis. In our production system, we currently use Algorithm 2 (Push), since it is simpler to implement (when compared with the Push–Pull algorithms) and since it does not require a pulling node to wait for the node from which the information is pulled. The window size used is between 24–32 for clusters of up to 256 nodes; thus, the performance difference (between the Push and selective Push–Pull) is not large. In our multi-cluster system, the bulletin board has been used for resource discovery, initial assignment of processes using the 2-choice algorithm [21], improving the Round-Robin assignment algorithm of MPICH [24], node failure detection, improving the process migration algorithm of MOSIX [8], performing online proportional-share scheduling in a cluster [10] and for grid-wide on-line monitoring. The work presented in this paper could be extended in several ways. First, it would be interesting to assign weights to each information message based on some priority, e.g. higher priority to information messages from less loaded nodes, in order to improve the load-balancing. In addition, in this paper we assumed that each node has a complete knowledge of the identities of all the other nodes. This assumption is reasonable for clusters and trusted organizational grids containing up to several tens of thousands of nodes, in particular since network addresses in such systems are typically arranged in consecutive intervals. It would be interesting to develop a gossip algorithm that, unlike the algorithms presented in this paper, does not require complete knowledge about all the nodes. Such an algorithm could be based on protocols similar to those proposed in [16,19], where only partial views are used. It could be useful in a grid that runs in a disruptive environment, where configuration changes occur in an unpredictable manner.



APPENDIX A: ANALYTICAL ANALYSIS In this appendix we derive the analytical approximations for the behavior of Algorithm 1, as presented in Section 2.
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A node is said to have fresh information about some other node N0 , if the absolute age of this information is below T . Since T is the age threshold for information dissemination, nodes that have fresh information about N0 are exactly the nodes that (actively) disseminate the information about N0 . We start by estimating the number of nodes that have fresh information about some fixed node N0 . This is equivalent to fixing some arbitrary time t0 , and asking what is the number of nodes that by time t0 + T will have information about node N0 of age T at most. Let X (t) denote the number of nodes that at time t0 + t have information of age t at most about N0 , where 0 ≤ t ≤ T . Strictly speaking, X (t) is a random variable; however, for the purposes of the present analysis it suffices to treat the gossiping process as a deterministic one. Since a non-synchronized model is assumed (see Section 2), it is reasonable to assume that the times at which the nodes send their messages are spread within the time unit with a uniform distribution. Therefore, during some small time interval [t, t + t], out of the X (t) nodes X (t)t send messages with information about N0 . A (X (t) − 1)/(n − 1) portion of these messages is expected to arrive to the X (t) nodes that already have the information, whereas (n − X (t))/(n − 1) are expected to arrive to ‘new’ nodes. Thus we obtain the following expression: X = (n − X )/(n − 1) · X t The differential equation provided by the above expression is a particular case of a simple epidemics process [23]. The solution to the above differential equation, which can be obtained as described in [23], is given by Equation (1). Next we compute an estimate for Aw , the average age of information about N0 among all nodes where this information is fresh. Since at time t0 + T the number of nodes whose information about N0 has age of at most s is X (s), the value of Aw is given by the following integral:    T  T  T 1 1 1 Aw = s X (s)|0T − s X  (s) ds = X (s) ds = T − X (s) ds X (T ) 0 X (T ) X (T ) 0 0 By substituting the expression that was obtained above for X (t) (Equation (1)), we get Aw = T −



(n − 1)[n − 1 + enT /(n−1) ] [log(n − 1 + enT /(n−1) ) − log n] nenT /(n−1)



The above computation allows to analytically estimate the expected age of an entry in a vector of some node, Av . To do that we fix some specific entry, corresponding to node N0 , and approximate the chance of receiving new information about this node in a time unit by P = 1 − (1 − 1/(n − 1)) X (T ) the probability that at least one of the nodes that have fresh information on N0 (whose expected number is X (T )) will hit ‘our’ node. An additional simplifying approximation is that the probabilities to get such a message are independent in consequent time units. It follows that the time till our node gets a message with new information about N0 has a geometric distribution with parameter P. Therefore, the expected time between two such messages is 1/P and the age of the new information on N0 (once it is received) is expected to be Aw . By substituting the above expression for P, we get Equation (2).
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The same reasoning can be extended to get an estimate of the distribution of the single entry age: the probability that more than k = 1, 2, 3, . . . time units have passed since the last message with information on N0 was received is (1 − P)k , which is approximately equal to the probability that the absolute age of the entry of N0 is above k + Aw . It follows that the probability that the age of a vector entry is below t0 is given by 1 − (1 − P)t0 −Aw The above equation directly leads to the estimation of the number of vector entries whose age is below t0 , for t0 >T in Equation (4) (when t0 ≤ T this value is simply X (t0 ).). Finally we estimate the distribution of the maximal age within the vector of a node. According to the above, it can be approximated by the maximum over n identically distributed, independent geometric distributions with parameter P. The expectation of the maximum is equal to (log n + )/ log(1/(1 − P)) + O(1) where  ≈ 0.577 is the Euler constant [25]. By substituting the formula for P and disregarding the last term (which is insignificant, see [25]), we get Equation (5). ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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